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This invention relates tov a shu?le conveyor. 
It is the object of‘ this invention to produce 

a shu?ie conveyor which is 'eiiicient and-econom 
ical in operation. 
The invention contemplates :in particular a 

conveyor that is adaptable formany uses and 
which-will handle or convey. a'wide‘diversity of 
parts ranging‘ from paper clips to heavy forgings. 
Another advantage of my conveyor is that when 

the conveyor is used, e. g.,.with'a heat treating 
furnace,'the driving parts can be'positioned with 
out the furnace and away from the furnace heat 
so that they will not gethot. 
My invention also contemplatesa shui?e con 

veyor whose ,speed can be accurately timed and 
varied over. an .extremely wide range. 

Fig. 1 of‘ thedrawing shows my shu?le con 
veyor with. the compressed air circuit for oper 
ating the same andthe electrical circuit for tim 
ing and controlling the operation of ‘the conveyor. 

Fig. 2 shows a. modi?ed-form of my shu?‘le 
conveyor. 
My conveyor comprises a conveyor pan l 

which can. conveniently be a ‘sheet metal trough 
into whichthe work to be conveyed. is lowered. 
The pan Iv is supportedupon bracket 2 which is 
?xed to piston rod 3. "Rod 3 is .?xed to piston 4 
within cylinder‘ 5. . Piston rod‘ 8 is ?xed to piston 
‘l in cylinder 6. Bracket 2 is connected with 
bracket l2 ?xed to cylinder 55 by means .of a 
toggle lever comprising links. 5- and it. Link ll]~ 
is pivoted on bracket 2 as at l I. Link a is pivoted 
on stationary support 12 as at l3. . Links 9 and 
ill are pivotally‘ connected-together as . at It. 
Link 9 is in the form of abell crank lever having 
a depending ‘leg l5. 
Compressed air under high pressure is sup 

plied to cylinder 5~thr0ugh lines l6, l1 and I8. 
Line I 8 is‘ connected to a sourceof compressed 
air under pressure (not shown). Line 13 is also 
connected to cylinder 5 through line [9, expan 
sion chamber 29 and line 2|. A pressure'reducing 
valvev 22:in: line 2| reduces "the; pressurcof com 
pressed air fromline l8 :aszit enters the expan 
sion chamber. Cylinder 6, isconnected with com 
pressed air line :lathrough lines l1 andv 23. 
Cylinder 6. is also connected by line .M with the 
low pressure air in expansion chamberv 26). Valve 
25, controlled by solenoid 26, controls communica 
tion between lines l6 and I1. Valve 27, con 
trolled by solenoid-28; controls communication 
between lines |1>and"23. Lines '29- and 30 are 
exhaust lines ‘which ' are > also‘ controlled respec 
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end of. its. backward. stroke. 

switch 4 l line it, ..li-ne 

"2 
switch 3| isconnected' into line 32 which is con 
nected to line ‘IS. 
The timingof ‘the conveyor is controlled by a 

time delay relay‘ 33 which is arranged to open and 
close switch 35 at-regular timed intervals. The 
time interval between ‘the opening and closing 
of switch‘ 34 can‘ be varied. For illustrative pur 
poses the-timeiclelay relay comprises a switch 34 
controlled by a solenoid ~35; aiflexible diaphragm 
35 connected by rod‘B‘l. to switch 343. Diaphragm 
36' is mounted-in a closed housing 38 which has 
a variable air‘bleedori?ce '39‘ at atmosphere. A 
compression spring (not shown) within housing 
‘33 normally biases‘ switch 31l' to open position. 
It is, of course, understood that any suitable 
conventional time.del_ay relay can be used for 
timing the cycle ofoperation of my shu?le con 
veyor. 

The operation of my 'shu?ie conveyor is as 
follows: As ‘stated above, the parts which are to 
beconveyed through aheat treating furnace or 
along the course desired are J dumped into the 
left hand end of conveyor pan' l. Pan I is a 
reciprocating pan andis at the end of its right 
hand or .forward ‘stroke. The voperator closes 
switch “40 in ‘the. 110. volt line circuit. . After 
switch ill) is closed the operation of my shuf?e con 
veyor. is entirely automatic. Limit switch M has 
been, closed‘ by tripping member 42v when the 
conveyor. pan I. reached, the end of its forward 
stroke. andswitch" all remains closed until it is 
opened‘ by. member 42 when pan l reaches the 

1With switch 4| 
closed», current-?ows ‘through the 110 volt circuit 
comprising lined-,3, switch- IiL'line M, solenoid 35, 
line .45, switch.‘lwuandlineld?. . Solenoid 35 being 
energized closes switchellrso that we now have 
current establishedin a: circuit comprising line 
131, switch 34, line .llihsolenoid 2.6,‘li-ne49, line 44, 
switch!“ andlineitt. , Solenoid;.26-being ener 
gized, valve 215. ismovedto the. position shown to 
connect lineslii and. .i‘kso .that.jair underhigh 
pressure ?ows.into.theright-hand end of cylin 
der..5. .However, togglgt, iii .is inrmade position 
so that piston 13 does not movebut remains in 
the position shown until .theair. pressure builds up 
.in line- 32 .to close pressiueactuated ‘switch 3|. 

Switch 3|...canbe 56:5.t0i6i958 at-whatever pres 
.sure. desiredup .to. thepressureexisting in high 

50. pressure livne.ll.8. When-switclrtlcloses, then 
current..?ows .inea. circuit comprising line 43, 

switoh...3l, line 5!, 
solenoid'28,..linel52, switch .liilszlineh-llii. This 
energizessolenoid' 128. so that valve. 27,. is shifted 
upwardly ‘from 'the position shown. to. connect 
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lines I1 and 23. As the pressure rises in cylinder 
6 to the left of piston 1, piston '1 moves to the 
right and acts through rod 8 and leg I5 of the 
toggle to break the toggle lever 9, I9, thereby 
permitting the air under high pressure in cyl 
inder 5 to shift pan I to the left. Due to the 
high pressure existing in cylinder 5 to the right 
of piston 4, as soon as toggle 9, It is broken the 
air cylinder actually jerks pan 1 to the left from 
under the work and the inertia of the work holds 
it in its position. The inertia of the work over 
comes the friction between the work and pan i 
so that the work remains nearly stationary as 
the pan is jerked back. The low pressure air in 
cylinder 5 on the left hand side of piston 4 serves 
as a cushion for piston 4 at the end of the quick 
rearward stroke or jerk of pan I brought about 
by the action on piston 4 of the air under high 
compression in the right hand end of cylinder 
5. As soon as, or preferably slightly before, pan _ 
1 reaches the end of its rearward or leftward 
stroke, switch M is broken. This deenergizes 
solenoids 35, 2B and 28 thereby causing the time 
delay relay 33 to immediately open switch 34. 
When solenoids 25 and 28 are deenergized, lines 
I6 and 23 are connected with their respective 
exhaust lines 38 and 29, exhausting the high pres 
sure air from cylinders 5 and B. The low pres 
siu‘e air in lines I9 and 24 now slowly moves or 
retracts piston ‘I toward the left to retract rod , 
8 and slowly moves piston 4 toward the right 
which through rod 3 and bracket 2 slides pan I 
slowly forward or to the right in the direction 
of flow, as indicated by the arrow, carrying the 
load or work with it. As soon as pan I reaches 
the end of its forward or rightward stroke, switch 
1H closes thereby again energizing solenoid 35 
which will close switch 34 immediately if air 
bleed 39 is wide open or which will close switch 
34 after a time delay sufficient to permit the air 
to be bled from housing 38 through air bleed 
ori?ce 39 and the cycle above described repeats 
itself. 

It is, of course, understood that as soon as 
line It is exhausted to atmosphere through pipe 
30 that the pressure falls in line 32 and pressure 
switch 3| opens. When solenoids 25 and 23 
are energized, lines i6 and 23 are connected with 
high pressure line H and when the solenoids are 
deenergized, then lines I6 and 23 are cut off from 
high pressure line I‘! and exhausted to atmos 
phere. Since the pan is jerked quickly from 
under the load for a distance equa1 to the length 
of the stroke of piston A and is then slid slowly 
forward carrying with it the load, the result is 
that the load has moved along the conveyor pan 
in the direction of flow a distance somewhat less 
than the length of the stroke of piston 4. The 
stroke of piston 4 can, of course, be varied. The 
time required for the work to pass the full length 
of the conveyor pan is controlled directly by the 
number of cycles operated per minute. The 
timing is controlled by the repeating time delay 
relay 33 which is adjustable to vary the number 
of cycles per minute. 

If desired pistons 4 and ‘I can each be returned 
slowly to their initial or starting position by 
means of springs 60, 61 which are either com— 
pressed as piston ‘! moves in a direction to break 
the toggle and as piston 4 moves to the left or 
in counter direction to the flow of the work. If 
springs are used for returning pistons 4 and ‘I 
to their initial position, then low pressure line 
2|, chamber 20 and lines !9 and 24 will be omitted. 

I claim: 
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1. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, means for moving 
said pan forwardly in the direction which the 
work is being conveyed at a relatively slow speed 
so that the work moves with the conveyor, means 
for releasably latching said pan in its forward 
position, means in which fluid‘ pressure is built 
up after the pan completes each forward stroke, 
control means actuated after said fluid pressure 
is built up to suddenly release said fluid pressure, 
means actuated by said released ?uid pressure 
for moving said pan in the opposite direction at 
a relatively faster speed sufficient to jerk the 
pan from under the work whereby for each cycle 
of operation comprising a forward and reverse 
movement of the pan the work is advanced a 
distance less than the stroke of the pan, said 
last mentioned means being ine?ective to move 
the pan in the opposite direction while the pan 
is latched in its forward position and effective 
to jerk the pan from under the work when the 
latching means is released. 

2. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
upon which the work is placed and along 

which the work is conveyed, means for moving 
said pan forwardly in the direction which the 
work is being conveyed at a relatively slow speed 
so that the work moves with the conveyor, toggle 
means for releasably latching said pan in its 
forward position, means for moving said pan 
in the opposite direction at a relatively faster 
speed sufficient to jerk the pan from under the 
work whereby for each cycle of operation com 
prising a forward and reverse movement of the 
pan the work is advanced a distance substantially 
equal to the stroke of the pan, said last men 
tioned means being ineffective to move the pan 
in the opposite direction while the pan is latched 
in its forward position by said toggle means and 
effective to jerk the pan from under the work 
when the latching means is released. 

3. The combination as set forth in claim 2 in 
cluding means for breaking said toggle means to 
release the pan for rearward movement. 

4. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, means for moving 
said pan forwardly in the direction which the 
work is being conveyed at a relatively slow speed 
so that the work moves with the conveyor, toggle 
means for releasably latching said pan in its 
forward position, means for moving said pan in 
the opposite direction at a relatively faster speed 
sumcient to jerk the pan from under the work 
whereby for each cycle of operation comprising 
a forward and reverse movement of the pan the 
work is advanced a distance slightly less than 
the stroke of the pan, said last mentioned means 
being ineffective to move the pan in the opposite 
direction while the pan is latched in its forward 
position by said toggle means and effective to 
jerk the pan from under the work when the 
latching means is released, and means for break 
ing said toggle means to release the pan for 
rearward movement, and timing mechanism for 
‘controlling the cycle of operation of said toggle 
breaking means so that the toggle is broken and 
the pan retracted at predetermined intervals of 
time. 

5. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and alone’ 
which the work is conveyed, ?uid pressure ac 
tuated means for moving said pan forwardly in 
the direction which the work is being conveyed 



atv a relatively slow speed ‘so; that-‘thei‘work moves 

forward stroke, control ‘means "ac'tuat'edsa'fter 
‘ said ?uid pressure is built * up to‘ ‘suddenly release 
said ?uid pressure, and means‘actuated-‘byisaid 
suddenly released-?uid pressure ‘for moving-‘said 
"pan in the oppositddir'ec‘tionvv at a'irelatively-faster 

~ speed su?icient to jerk'i-thepani'fromunder‘the 
-work¥whereby "for each' cycle or operation com 
prising a forwardeand reverseimovementpf-the 
pan- the work is vadvanced'a'idist'ar'rce substan 
tially equal to the stroke of ‘the-pan. 

6.<-A convey‘ori comprising in 7combination a 
span lupon which-lithe'wvork‘éisvplaced ‘and along 
~v'vhich the vwork is conveyedii'?uid-l pressure actu 
~ ated 1 means ior-Fm'ovingi'said-i-pan’ forwardly" in 
the, direction which thehwork is V being *conveyed 

- at a relatively slow-‘speedisdithatthe'work‘moves 
with, the conveyor, Imea-ns vfor‘ relea-sablyv ‘latch 
‘ingvsaid pan in its forward>p'osition,l- means‘ in 
which ?uid pressure is‘ built up‘aft‘er (the pan com 
pletes each forwardstroke,‘ eont'r'oli‘means' actu 
atedafter said ?uid pressure--is'-'built-~ up to'sud 
denly release - said ?uid ‘pressure,’ T?uid~=préssure 
actuated means for movingsaid~1:>an-Pin'-"thel oppo 
site direction at a relatively/fasteri'spee'd-Suf? 
cient to jerk the pan from under the'work‘where 
by for each cycle of operation comprising'a'for 
ward and reverse movement of-the-pa'n thework 
is advanced a distance substantiallyequal to the 
stroke of the pan, said? -last"me'nt-ioned= means 
being ineffective to move ‘thepanlinl- the ‘opposite 
direction while thepan' iS-latched'inits forward 
position and e?ective'to'jerk the-panfrom under 
the Work when the latching means'vis'i released. 

7. A conveyor comprising‘ in‘v combination a 
pan upon which the workis-ipla‘ced land along 
which the work is vconveyedii?uidpressure»actu 

' ated means for moving said pari forwardly in the 
direction which the work is being- conveyed-at a 
relatively slow speed so thatthe *workmoves-with 
the conveyor, a toggle for‘ releasably' latching 
said pan in its forward 'positiom‘m'eans for stor 
ing ?uid under pressure, meansfOr-breaking said 

‘ toggle to thereby release "said pan"-'for“ rearward 
movement, and ?uid pressure-actuatedfmeans"for 

' moving said pan in theopposite direction at a 
relatively faster speed‘ suf?cient' to-je'rk 'the'pan 
from under the work whereby'for'each cycle-of 
operation comprising a forward and reverse move 
ment of the pan the'wo'rkis advanced a'dist’ance 
substantially equal ‘to the‘ stroke’of the pan, ‘said 
last mentioned means being ine?ecti-ve' to- move 
the'p'an in the opposite‘ directi'on‘while the pan 
is latched in its forward position and: suddenly 
effective upon release'of said-?uid under “pres 
sure to jerk the pan from'und'er the‘ Work when 
the toggle is released. 

8. The combination as set forth'in claim 7 in 
cluding another ?uid ‘pressurev actu'atedmeans 
for breaking said toggle, and timing mechanism 
for controlling the operation'of the’la‘st' men 

» tioned ?uid pressure actuated'f'meansso that'the 
' toggle is broken - and’the' pan ‘retracted at‘prede 
termined intervals of time. 

9. The combination as set fo'rth'in claim 7 in 
cluding another ?uid, pressure -~ actuated'lmeans 
for breaking said toggle,~.and_ ielectromagne'tically 
controlled valve mechanism-for admitting fluid 
under pressure to the means forunoving" the pan 
in‘ a. direction opposite’ to-the 1‘ ?owwot the-work 
to build up the‘ ?uid Ip're'ssurein said’me'ans‘rbefore 

" ?uid under‘ pressure lisl'aidmitted'i tor-said Iisec‘ond I 

'il?uid lpressure actuated means‘-whichlbreaksisaid 
v-itoggle. 

-10.0A conveyor comprising‘ inrcombinationl a 
"pan ‘upon which the workis placed; andilalong 
which the» work is conveyed,- a» cylinder, ail-piston 

~ inisaid cylinder op'eratively connected to ‘said:2 pan, 
».-means for latching said pistonrin' itsiffor'ward 

~ position,‘ valve controlled 1 means‘ fori' admitting 
-=J?uid under pressure into-said cylinder?onl-i'one 
side? of said piston after the pancompl‘etesieach 
vforward stroke in the direction the ‘work-‘is being 
conveyed,‘ means for releasing saidlat'ching-v means 
as soon as the ?uid in said cylinder reaches a 
given pressure whereby the ?uid‘ under pressure 

'- acts on‘ said piston to movelsaid' panirapidly‘iin 
a direction opposite to the ?ow‘of the works-and 

--at such speed that the work remains stationary, 
‘and means for admitting ?uid ‘under a‘ relatively 
lower pressure into said cylinderlonr the-‘opposite 
side of said piston for moving. thepiston andspan 
forwardly in the direction of?ow of thelwork-at 
a‘ relatively slower speed to’ their-startingfposi~ 

ition so that the work moves with» the-pan. 
11. A conveyor comprsing in combination’ a 

pan upon which the work is‘ placed and-‘along 
which the Work is conveyed, a cylinder, apiston 
-‘in said cylinder operatively connectedltois‘aid 
vvpan, ‘means for latching said piston invits-rfor 
~ward position, valve controlled means for‘ admit 
ting ?uid under pressure into said cylinder on‘ one 
side of said piston preparatory to releasingtsaid 
latching means and moving said pan rapidly in 
a direction opposite to the flow of the work, means 

' for admitting‘ ?uid under a relatively lower ‘pres 
sure into said cylinder on the opposite rsidefiiof 
'said'pis'ton for moving the piston and pani-‘for 
wardly'in thedirection of flow of theworkwat a 
relatively slower speed to their starting position, 
and a second cylinder and piston having operative 
connection with the said latching means; and a 
second valve controlled means for admittingi'?uid 
under pressure to said second cylinder afterl?uid 
‘under pressure has been admittedto saidi‘?rst 
mentioned cylinder whereby the latching'fmeans 
‘is released. 

12. The combination as set forth vin ‘claim'‘ 11 
wherein the latching means is a. toggle- lever 
which when in made position holds ‘said-piston 
in its forward position and which when-broken 
releases the piston so that it can jerk \the'ipan 
rearwardly at a rate of speed suf?cient soiithat 
the inertia of the load overcomes the frictioni'be 
tween the load' and the pan. 

13. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
55 pan upon which the work is placed and‘ along 

which the work is conveyed, a cylinder; a piston 
~ in said cylinder operatively connected to said‘pan, 
means for latching said piston in ‘its forward 
position, a pipe line for admitting ‘?uid under 

60 pressure into said cylinder on one side of’ said 
piston, a second cylinder, a piston in‘I-said second 
"cylinder having an operative connection‘v-iwith 

7 said latching means, a second pipe line forwad 
' mitting ?uid under pressure to said second cylin 

65 der on‘v one side of said piston and an electromag 
' netically controlled valve for each of ‘said’ pipe 
lines for controlling the ?ow of ?uid under'pres~ 

‘ sure therethrough, an electrical circuit for-each 
of said electromagnetically controlled valves, a 

70 pressure controlled switch in thevelectrical circuit 
for the electromagnetically controlled valve-(for 
the‘ second pipe line, said switch being-closed 
when a predetermined pressure» is reached in the 
v?rst cylinder wherebyrwhen-a the. oneiielectri'cal 

75 circuit ~ is /-closed the relectromagnetically con 

30 

40 
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' ‘trolled valve for the ?rst pipe line opensto admit 
?uid under pressure to the ?rst cylinder and 
upon a predetermined rise in pressure in the ?rst 
cylinder the pressure switch closes to close the 
second circuit and open the second valve to ad 
mit ?uid under pressure to the, second cylinder 
and thereby release the latching means where 
upon the ?uid under pressure in the ?rst cylin 
der moves the conveyor pan back from under 
the work at a relatively fast speed, and means 
for returning the pan to its initial position at 
a relatively slow speed and for resetting said 
latch. 

14. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, a cylinder, a piston 
in said cylinder operatively connected to said 
pan, means for latching said piston in its for 
ward position, a pipe line for admitting ?uid 
under pressure into said cylinder on one side of 
said piston, a second cylinder, a piston in said 
second cylinder having an operative connection 
with said latching means, a second pipe line for 
admitting ?uid under pressure to said second 
cylinder on one side of said piston and an elec- i, 
tromagnetically controlled valve for each of said 
pipe lines for controlling the ?ow of ?uid under 
pressure therethrough, an electrical circuit for 
each of said electromagnetically controlled valves, 
a pressure controlled switch in the electrical cir- _, 
cuit for the electromagnetically controlled valve 
for the second pipe line, said switch being closed 
when a predetermined pressure is reached in 
the ?rst cylinder whereby when the one elec 
trical circuit is closed the electromagnetically _-~ 
controlled valve for the ?rst pipe line opens to 
admit fluid under pressure to the ?rst cylinder 
and upon a predetermined rise in pressure in 
the ?rst cylinder the pressure switch closes to 
close the second circuit and open the second 
valve to admit ?uid under pressure to the second 
cylinder and thereby release the latching means 
whereupon the ?uid under pressure in the ?rst 
cylinder moves the conveyor pan back from under 
the work at a relatively fast speed, a source of 
?uid under a relatively low pressure connected 
to said cylinders on the opposite sides of said 
pistons whereby the ?uid under low pressure 
returns the pistons to their initial position at a 
relatively slow speed thereby moving the pan 
slowly in the direction of ?ow and resetting said 
latching means. 

15. The combination as set forth in claim 14 
including a limit switch for breaking the circuit 
to the electromagnetically controlled valves be 
fore the pan reaches the end of its rearward 
stroke whereby the ?uid under high pressure is 
exhausted from the cylinders and the ?uid under 
low pressure returns the pistons to their start 
ing position. 

16. The combination as set forth in claim 14 
including a limit switch for breaking the circuit 
to the electromagnetically controlled valves be 
fore the pan reaches the end of its rearward 
stroke whereby the ?uid under high pressure is 
exhausted from the cylinders and the ?uid under 
low pressure returns the pistons to their start— 
ing position, and a timing switch in the circuit 
for the electromagnetically controlled valves ar 
ranged to close this circuit at predetermined in 
tervals of time. 

1'7. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, a cylinder, a piston 
in said cylinder operatively connected to said 
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pan, means for latching said piston in its for 
ward position, a pipe line for admitting ?uid 
under pressure into said cylinder on one side of 
said piston, a second cylinder, a piston in said 
second cylinder having an operative connection 
with said latching means, a second pipe line for 
admitting ?uid under pressure to said second 
cylinder on one side of said piston and an elec 
tromagnetically controlled valve for each of said 
pipe lines for controlling the ?ow of ?uid under 
pressure therethrough, an electrical circuit for 
each of said electromagnetically controlled valves, 
a pressure controlled switch in the electrical 
circuit for the electromagnetically controlled 
valve for the second pipe line, said switch being 
closed when a predetermined pressure is reached 
in the ?rst cylinder whereby when the one elec 
trica1 circuit is closed the electromagnetically 
controlled valve for the ?rst pipe line opens to 
admit ?uid under pressure to the ?rst cylinder 
and upon a predetermined rise in pressure in 
the ?rst cylinder the pressure switch closes to 
close the second circuit and open the second valve 
to admit ?uid under pressure to the second cylin 
der and thereby release the latching means 
whereupon the ?uid under pressure in the ?rst 
cylinder moves the conveyor pan back from under 
the work at a relatively fast speed, resilient means 
under a relatively low compression operatively 
connected to said pistons for returning the pis 
tons to their initial position at a relatively slow 
speed thereby moving the pan slowly in the di 
rection of ?ow and resetting said latching means. 

18. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, means for moving 
said pan forwardly in the direction which the 
work is being conveyed at a relatively slow speed 
so that the work moves with the conveyor, toggle 
means for releasably latching said pan in its 
forward position, a source of potential energy, 
means actuated by said potential energy when 
the toggle means is released for moving said pan 
in the opposite direction at a relatively faster 
speed su?icient to jerk the pan from under the 
work whereby for each cycle of operation com 
prising a forward and reverse movement of the 
pan the work is advanced a distance slightly less 
than the stroke of the pan, said last mentioned 
means being ineffective to move the pan in the 
opposite direction while the pan is latched in its 
forward position by said toggle means and e?eo 
tive to jerk the pan from under the work when the 
toggle means is released, control means actuated 
after the pan completes each stroke, and means 
for breaking said toggle means whereby said 
potential energy is suddenly released and the 
pan also released for quick rearward movement. 

19. A conveyor comprising in combination a 
pan upon which the work is placed and along 
which the work is conveyed, means for moving 
said pan forwardly in the direction which the 
work is being conveyed at a relatively slow speed 
so that the work moves with the conveyor, a tog 
gle for releasably latching said pan in its for 
ward position, means in which ?uid pressure is 
built up after the pan completes each forward 
stroke and is latched in such position by said 
toggle, control means actuated to release said 

, toggle means after said ?uid pressure is built up 
whereby said ?uid pressure is released, means 
actuated by said ?uid pressure as soon as said 
toggle is released for moving said pan in the op 
posite direction at a relatively faster speed suf? 
cient to jerk the pan from under the work where 
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by for each cycle of operation comprising a for 
ward and reverse movement of the pan the work 
is advanced a distance slightly less than the 
stroke of the pan, said last mentioned means 
being ine?ective to move the pan in the opposite 
direction while the pan is latched’ in its forward 
position by said toggle means and e?’ective to 
jerk the pan from under the work when the tog 
gle means is released. 

DONALD C. CAMPION. 
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